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  Newton Comprehensive Plan 2012 CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

This chapter will provide focus 
on: 

 Purpose of Newton’s 
Comprehensive Plan 

 How to use the plan 

 Vision Statement & 
Strategic Objectives 

 Nine guiding principles 
for Newton’s vision 
 

Newton needs to start looking towards the future 
with hope instead of looking in the past with 
despair. It is time to rise up and start taking back 
what was taken from us. This can only be 
accomplished within a team- a team that starts 
with the city council and ends with every citizen 
in Newton that has a voice. 

~Newton Citizen, the Community Attitude    
Survey 

 

There are a lot of things that make Newton great- the 
people, location, small-town feel, a creative spirit, and the 
ability to dig in and accomplish great things.  Having 
weathered the exit of its largest industry (Maytag) and 
managing the impacts of the recent economic recession, 
Newton continues to work towards resurgence. 

Newton is well positioned to not only re-bound from the 
recent challenges of losing its century-long flagship 
employer and dealing with a nation-wide economic 
downturn but also to grow and prosper in the immediate 
future.  Proximity to the Des Moines Metro Area, a strong 
transportation system, and many extraordinary municipal 
amenities position Newton as a key Central Iowa 
community.   

The Newton’s Future plan is the articulation of resident desires and ideas, a strategic 
approach to improving and leveraging Newton’s strengths, and a vision for the future.  
 

Word Cloud Source:  Wordle.com; Based on responses from The Community Attitude Survey 

1 Introduction 
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Why have a Comprehensive Plan? 
The character and future of our community are 
set by the imagination, vision and commitment of 
the people who live and work in Newton.  Part of 
this commitment involves planning for the future.   

A community’s comprehensive plan serves 
multiple purposes.  First, it provides and essential 
legal basis for land use regulations, such as 
zoning or subdivision regulations.  Secondly, it 
presents a unified and compelling vision for 
Newton and sets forth actions to fulfill the vision.    

The comprehensive plan provides a guide for decision-making so that the decisions we make 
today do not jeopardize our vision for the future.  This enables us to address the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.  As we 
work to improve the quality of life in Newton, the vision and strategic objectives are kept before 
us by the comprehensive plan. 

 

How to Use this Plan   
Newton’s Future is not only the City of Newton’s official policy and strategic approach for future 
development and growth, but it has also been designed to be the plan for community of 
Newton.  City government officials, non-profit organizations, local businesses, religious 
organizations, and individuals can all turn to Newton’s Future for guidance on things to do to 
strengthen, grow, and make Newton the best community in the region. 

 

 

  

 

Structurally, the Vision is the broad aspirational 
statement for the community.  All other elements 
and recommendations of this plan, should they be 
implemented, will advance Newton’s vision. 

The Strategic Objectives are essentially the four most 
articulated goals that were conveyed by Newton 
citizens through the public input meetings, survey, 
and submitted comments.  The Guiding Principles 

Strategic 
Objectives 

Guiding 
Principles 

Initiatives Things  
to Do 

Vision 
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elaborate on the Vision and Strategic Objectives by representing the 
community’s approach to nine specific topics.  But most importantly, 
the Initiatives and Things to Do provide specific guidance on projects 
and activities that can be done to achieve the Vision.  The Things to 
Do are intended to serve as a check-list for the community by listing 
things that can be tackled by the community to achieve the vision. 

 
Citizen Participation & Planning Process 
Early in the process, a public participation strategy was established by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission with the hope of connecting with as many citizens as possible.  The goal of the 
planning process was to have a very inclusive approach and to talk with as many interested 
citizens as possible. 

A Steering Committee was formed at the on-set of the planning process.  The Steering 
Committee was comprised of twelve people who each had a unique background and 
perspective.  The role of the Steering Committee was to guide the process, help make sense of 
the bulk input from the community, assist in the facilitation of public meetings, and review draft 
plan elements throughout the process. 

Many of Newton’s citizens took time out of their busy schedules to be involved in the planning 
process.  Their involvement through participation in public meetings and survey responses has 
been critical in forming the nuts and bolts of the plan.    Three community meetings were held 
in the fall of 2011 and had approximately 200 attendees offering up suggestions for areas of 
focus, dreams for the future, and suggesting creative techniques to improve the quality of life 
for Newton. 

Working in small groups, Newton residents had conversations about Economy, Community 
Identity, Growth and Development, Demographics and Housing, Community Aesthetics, 
Education, Community Facilities, and Community Attitude and Approach. 
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In addition to the general community 
meetings, Newton Community 
Development Staff and the Planning 
Consultant conducted similar exercises 
with high-school government students.  
The lively student discussions mainly 
related to youth and young adult 
activities, volunteerism, perceived 
community issues and beloved city 
amenities and events.  Newton second 
grade students also participated in the 
planning process through short essays 
they each wrote about the Community. 

In the early winter months of 2012, a community wide survey was distributed and collected.  A 
hard-copy of the survey was distributed through the Jasper County Advertiser to every 
household in Newton.   

In addition, hard copies could be obtained from and returned to local grocery stores, 
banks/financial institutions, and City offices.  Finally, an on-line version of the survey was also 
provided.  Over 700 responses to the survey were received.  The survey provided yet another 
avenue for citizen voices to be heard while not requiring participation at a scheduled event. 

As a follow-up to the broad public input opportunities, citizens who volunteered to work on the 
project in a more in-depth way were invited to participate in topic-specific discussions.  These 
focus groups were also held in the early winter months of 2012 on the topics of Housing, 
Health/Healthcare, Identity/Attitude/Marketing, Economic Development, Education and 
Sustainability.  These were focused conversations that offered even deeper insight into the 
topic at hand and helped the steering committee, planning staff, and the consultant make sense 
of the bulk input received.  It was through these focus group meetings that a Community Vision 
began to emerge.  As the initial public input sessions came to an end, some themes and areas 
of focus emerged.  Many comments focused on flat-line population growth, lack of shopping 
opportunities, housing issues, and community aesthetics.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I'm frustrated that our population has 
stayed basically the same for the past 

50 years, and yet so many other 
communities like Ankeny, Altoona, 

Bondurant, Waukee, Norwalk continue 
to grow. I think we need an aggressive 
marketing plan to promote what our 
community has to offer, but first we 

need to get "our house in order." This 
means making our community as 

attractive as possible.  

 

 Newton is a great town 
with great people, but we 
need more retail shopping 

opportunities uptown.   
We also need to work on 
our dilapidated housing. 

 

The community 
needs to be more 
attractive. Streets 
and sidewalks are 
in desperate need 

of repair. There 
are homes all 

over town that 
are falling apart 

and are eyesores.  
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Vision Statement 
 

 

 

Building and articulating a Community Vision was a priority of this planning process.  Without a 
clear sense of what the Newton is and what it wishes to achieve, the success of this planning 
effort would have been limited.  The Vision  

What is the Vision for Newton’s future?  In meeting after meeting and in survey after survey, 
the picture of what Newton is was presented as a lively mosaic of many distinct elements.  
There was no one central theme that prevailed.  However, we know that in order to set a 
common direction and develop an identifiable “brand” for the community, a single, unified 
identity is essential.  By being ‘a little bit of everything’, there was no one thing that was unique 
and distinct enough to rally around. 

 

Newton Shines Bright: 
 

Newton is a progressive, family 
friendly community, a shining star of 

Central Iowa, and a place to call 
home. 
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Being a “little bit of everything” makes the work of building a community difficult.  First, the 
planning team, consisting of the Steering Committee, City Staff, and the Planning Consultant, 
turned to the past and explored one of the key discoveries by Sir Isaac Newton, Newton’s 
indirect namesake. While he is most famously known for his discovery of gravity, Sir Isaac 
Newton was also an innovator in the field of optics, inventing the first reflecting telescope and 
discovering how prisms would break light into its rainbow of component colors.  It is in 
Newton’s work in colors of light and optics that the answer to the question of Newton’s Vision 
was discovered. 

What happens when you layer red light upon blue light upon green light?  Interestingly enough, 
those three colors of light, when combined, form a bright white 
shining light.  The community elements that were most 
highlighted by Newton residents through the various community 
input opportunities can be broken into three categories, 
represented by these three colors- red, blue, and green.  It is in 
the division of all of Newton’s excellent assets into colorful 
categories that we gain a unified approach for the future.  That 
when all of Newton’s assets are combined, one on top of the 
other, the community “shines bright.” 

Newton’s Community Vision is the broad aspirational statement for the community.  It 
represents, in part, who we are today while also articulating where we want to be tomorrow.    
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Colorful Newton Imagery: Red, Blue, Green 
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Strategic Objectives 
As mentioned earlier, four key themes, which have been 
formed into Strategic Objectives, continued to surface 
throughout the many citizen input opportunities.  The most 
articulated desire among the thousands of collected 
comments was to “grow Newton’s population.”   

There is adequate capacity with City infrastructure, 
community facilities, city services, and available 
development space that Newton is able to accommodate 
population growth without experiencing costly growing 
pains, such as building a new school or expanding a sewer 
treatment plant. 

While one of the most desired objectives of the community 
is to increase the population in Newton, it should be noted 
that many citizens also like and take great pride in the 
“small-town feel” of the community.  It is critical that as 
Newton achieves this goal of population growth while 
maintaining the hometown or small-town feel. 

The second Strategic Objective, increasing employment 
opportunities, is deeply connected to growing Newton’s 
population.  Even though Newton continues to become more 
and more connected to the Des Moines metro-area and the 
employment opportunities available there, it is important to 
continue to work to bring more jobs into Newton, which in 
turn, draws more people to live in the community. 

Citizens also expressed the need to improve the City’s curb 
appeal.  Raising the bar on individual property maintenance, 
improving the condition of public facilities such as streets 
and sidewalks, and focusing on City gateways are all 
important ways to build a positive image of the community.  
A beautiful City is a desirable place to choose to live. 

Finally, citizens want to see vacant buildings throughout the 
community filled, and specifically, they would like to increase 
local shopping options.  Empty storefronts and un-used 
industrial buildings thwart efforts to build vibrancy in the 
community.  Focusing on filling empty buildings, especially 
those that are in highly visible locations, brings employment 
opportunities, improves curb appeal and helps grow Newton. 

3.  Improve the 
City’s curb appeal. 

 

1.  Grow Newton’s 
population, 
specifically 

targeting young 
families. 

2.  Increase 
employment 

opportunities. 

4.  Fill vacant 
buildings and 
increase local 

shopping options. 
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Guiding Principles 
This plan has nine Guiding Principles, which elaborate on the Vision.  These nine principles 
focus on key elements of the community that need enhancement.  Specific choices were made 
to prioritize and narrow the focus on these areas for the life of the plan. 

  
Red Pride:  Newton will be an attractive community with unique character, 
quality neighborhoods, and a clear sense of place.  Newton will promote a high 
standard of private property up-keep, quality construction, enforcement of 
property maintenance regulations, and concentration on City gateways. 

Newton Community Schools:  Newton will support our schools and do 
whatever it takes to ensure that our children learn to think, innovate, and 
achieve their full potential. 

Tourism Sector:  Newton will continue to focus development efforts that 
encourage the growth of a tourism sector, paying particular attention to the 
Newton Downtown, attractions like the Jasper County Museum and public art, 
and the available development area surrounding the world-class Iowa Speedway. 

 

Higher Education:  Newton will encourage growth of the Des Moines Area 
Community College Campus, grow local occupational training options, and build a 
college campus atmosphere in the community. 

Health and Healthcare:  Newton will encourage healthy choices and continue 
to grow recreation opportunities in the community.  Newton will support the local 
hospital and recognizes that maintaining the presence of Skiff Medical Center is 
of utmost importance for the community. 

Local Products:  Newton will continue to support and grow locally made 
products and goods as symbolized by the world-famous Maytag Blue Cheese. 
 
 
Economic Development:  Newton will build on its manufacturing and 
entrepreneurial heritage and be recognized as a top community in which to open 
a new business. 

Green Community:  Newton will be recognized as a cutting edge “green 
community” through its continual growth of green energy industries and 
sustainable approach. 

Parks and Trails:  Newton will be a community where citizens have access to 
safe, high-quality parks and trails. 


